Across
2. stoppage of blood
4. white blood cells
7. tiny cells that helps your body form clots to stop bleeding
8. liquid portion of blood
9. protein that forms a blood clot
11. introduction of blood or components into the bloodstream of a recipient
12. abnormally low level of red blood cells
13. Proteins produced by B-cells that are used to fight bacteria and virus; immunoglobulin
15. blood cancer, causing the body to not be able to fight infection
16. deficiency of platelets in the blood

Down
1. clumping of cells due to an antigen-antibody reaction
3. process of blood clotting
5. blood loss
6. blood cell formation
10. generates an immune response
14. liquid portion of blood with clotting factors

Word Bank
platelet fibrin agglutination antigen
leukemia thrombocytopenia hemostatis hematopoietic
leukocyte coagulation serum antibody
hemorrhage plasma transfusion anemia